BOUNDLESS BEAUTY, ULTIMATE LUXURY, TREASURED MEMORIES

intimate, exceptional
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paradise
redefined
Barefoot luxury at its best, exceptional
private ecofriendly villas combined with the
Kani playground just a stone’s throw away.

AWARDS

• TripAdvisor Hall of Fame – Certificate of Excellence
for5 years in a row,
by TripAdvisor, 2015
• Travelers’ Choice,
by TripAdvisor, 2014
• Ranked 2nd of Top 10 All-Inclusive Resorts - Asia,
by TripAdvisor, 2014
• Certificate of Excellence,
by Green Globe, 2014 & 2013

must
try
experiences
in Finolhu Villas
Personalised
butler service

Build
family memories

Unforgettable
romantic
moments

True relaxation

Enjoy Kani
as your playground
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- Butler service from your arrival

* At extra cost

- Family fun moments at the pool
and during meals
- Contribute to preserving
coral together*

- Wedding packages*
- Honeymoon packages*
- Couple spa massages
at Club Med Spa by ila*
- Romantic barbecues & dinners*
- Excursion design & customisation*

- Overwater swing
- Fresh coconut bar
- Spa treatments in private villa
or on top of the ocean*
- Villa designed for intimacy

- Exclusive collection
5T Manta Lounge
- Festive evenings
- Seaplane*
- Night scuba-diving*
- Fly board*
- A large offer of sports to choose
from: paddle boarding,
kayaking, sailing, etc.

must try

sports
& activities**
TUITION (ALL LEVELS)
- Scuba-diving*
- Water ski*
- Surfing*
- Wake board*

must try

initiation course
- Snorkelling
- Yoga
- Aquafitness
- Jet ski*
- Meditation

free access

- Overwater swing
- Paddle board
- Tennis
- Volleyball
- Badminton
- Weights & cardio room
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non-sport
activities
GENERAL RECREATION

- Coral rebuilding program*
- Cooking class experience
- Telescope stargazing
- Board games: Available at
welcome lounge & pool bar
- Pool table*
- Table soccer

EVENING ENTERTAINMENT

- Cultural conferences
- Cinema under the stars
- Live music
- Dance and beach events

* At extra cost
** According to the sea and weather conditions

swimming
pools

food &
beverage offer

main pool

- 25 meters by 20 meters
- Depth of 1.2 - 1.5m
- Life guard supervision
9.30 am – 6.30 pm
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MOTU
Fine dining restaurant & bar

- Breakfast: 7 am - 11 am
- Lunch: 12.15 pm – 2.30 pm
(4 live-cooking stations)
- Dinner: 7.15 pm – 9.30 pm
(For late arrivals, cold plate available)
- Total restaurant capacity: 102 seats
- Indoors area: 52 seats
- Alfresco area: 50 seats
- Seafood, fish with several choices of meat
- European and Asian specialties
- Wine (by glass)

ROMANTIC DINNER*

Available in private beach areas or in Villa

POOL BAR

- 8.30 am – 12.30 am
- Champagne by glass from 6 pm
- Alfresco area: Total of 119 seats
• Counter: 27 seats
• Floor lounge: 92 seats

* At extra cost

must try

honeymoon
package
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access to Kani
Premium Resort
and 5 Exclusive Manta
Space

EXCLUSIVE
HONEYMOON PACKAGE*

TUITION (ALL LEVELS)

Other than the activities available at Finolhu villas
- Sailing (initiation)
- Soccer (free access)
- Kayaking (free access)
- Beach soccer (free access) - Table tennis (free access)
- Beach volleyball (free access)
- Basketball (free access)
- Water polo (free access)

ENTERTAINMENT

- Evening shows
- Daily events

EXCURSIONS*

Benefit from all the excursions
available at Kani Resort

spa by mandara*
* At extra charge
** Reservation for dinner are required.

FOOD AND BEVERAGES
Access to:
- Velhi (Main restaurant)
- Kandu (Specialty restaurant)**
- Iru (Main bar)
- Sunset (Beach bar)
- Kaana Deli’Snack

Villas’ GMs will have access to all the offers in Kani
Premium Resort, including 5 Exclusive Manta Space
Kani Premium resort is 5 mins away from Finolhu Villas.
Villas’ GMs are entitled to complimentary boat rides
to Kani.
Lounge, activities and champagne as of 18:00.
5 Manta Space GMs from Kani Premium resort, have
access to Finolhu’s restaurant and spa, upon reservation
and at extra charge.

- Couple spa treatment: 50min full body massage
- Romantic dinner
- Bottle of champagne
- Room decoration
- Club Med couple T-shirts
- Priority check-in & late check-out upon availability
- Priority reservation at restaurant
- 1 couple portrait

PREMIUM ALL-INCLUSIVE
HONEYMOON PACKAGE
- Room decoration
- Bottle of wine
- Club Med couple T-shirts
- Priority check-in & late check-out upon availability
- Priority reservation at restaurant
- 1 couple portrait

resort
information

accommodation

Location

PAYMENT

Gasfinolhu Island, Malé Atoll, Maldives

Property

6 ha,
Private 1,000 meters
beach for GMs only
Opened on 31 Jan 2015

Contact

- Currency: EUR, USD, JPY, SGD,
AUD, HKD, MVR
- Credit card: AMEX, VISA, MASTER,
UNION PAY

Check in / out

Check-in: 15h00 / Check-out: 11h00
Late check out after 11h00 will be
considered upon availability

+960 664-4040

country
information
SUNrise OVERWATER VILLA

arrival &
departure

Time zone		 GMT+5 hours
Season		Rainy / Light showers from May to October
		

Best weather from January to April

Currency

Maldivian Rufiyaa (MVR)

Language		

Dhiveli and English

Arrival

Malé International Airport,
30 min speedboat ride

GETTING TO THE RESORT
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SUNSET OVERWATER VILLA
Size

SUNSET
OVERWATER
VILLA

Max. occupancy

- Air Package (flight & accommodation):
Round transfer included
- Accommodation only: Transfers are available
at extra cost
- Meeting point for transfer: Airport arrival gate
- Exclusive transfer: Subject to arrivals

SUNSET & sunrise beach VILLA
View

ROOM AMENITIES

168 sqm

(indoor: 78 sqm)

CHECK-IN AT WELCOME LOUNGE
- Greeting by G.O team
- Welcome booklet
- Bracelet
- Escort by your Butler to your Villa
2 adults

SUNRISE
OVERWATER
VILLA

151 sqm

(indoor: 67 sqm)

(one king size bed in each
Villa)

Sea view

- Mini bar (daily complimentary refill except alcohol), espresso
machine, flat TV screens in the room and living area, DVD /
blu-ray player, MP3 dock, bathrobe & slippers, beach towels,
amenities kit, hair dryer, iron board, mosquito plug, digital safe,
telephone, kettle, tea, coffee, mineral water (daily),
air-conditioning
- Wifi access
- Daily room service breakfast & tea
- Daily room service*
- Evening turndown service

TRANSFER SCHEDULE
Informed by your Butler

LATE CHECK-OUT
Upon availability

PERSONALISED SERVICES
BY YOUR OWN BUTLER
- Contact prior to arrival: GM will be contacted
by the resort in order to specify any special
requests if contact details have been provided
to Club Med prior to stay
- All reservations required for the different
services
- Room service*
- Any special requests with regards to the Villas

DEDICATED CONCIERGE SERVICE
- Currency exchange
- General information
- Cash deposits

CHECK-OUT / PAYMENT

- Payment at Welcome Lounge 2 hours prior to departure

- Modes of payment accepted for check-out:
USD / Euro / VISA / Mastercard / American
Express / CCAU / Union Pay

CHANGING ROOMS

SUNSET
& SUNRISE
BEACH VILLAS

168 sqm

(indoor: 67 sqm)

With showers for late departures

2 adults
in kingsize bed
+
1 child between 12-18 years

old in sofa bed

- * At extra cost
- 3-pin / Type G electrical plugs supported
- There are connecting rooms available subject to availability and advanced bookings.

other
services

BOUTIQUE*
Club Med collection, premium brands
collection, local souvenirs, jewelry
and basic necessities

INFIRMARY*

Consultation & medication
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excursion
prebooking
list
nature
larger than life

BLUE LAGOON
TREASURE

4

hours

A perfect excursion to see both
culture and the beauty of the
Maldives. Our team will take you
to a coral reef where you can enjoy beautiful
snorkelling. Afterwards, unwind on
a gorgeous sandbank island or go for a swim
in the stunning lagoon. At the end of the trip,
visit a Maldivian village to discover local
lifestyle and then get the chance to buy
souvenirs in the local boutiques.

Price
- Adult (12++): 187 euros per pax

Available dates
- Available everyday
- The day of the excursion is set when you
arrive at the resort.

Min. number of guests
- 4pax per excursion

Practical information

14

- It is advised to bring camera, sunglasses,
sunscreen, sandals, mineral water,
clothes to cover shoulders and knees in the
village, cash.

Program

LOBSTER
PICNIC

4

hours

SNORKELlING
DISCOVERY

1.5

hours

from Kani
Premium Resort

A wonderful excursion to build
unforgettable memories.
Enjoy this double snorkelling
adventure where you will discover sharks,
turtles, rays and many more different
species of colorful fish. After your first
snorkelling, enjoy a delicious seafood lunch
on an island. Then you will enjoy a second
underwater adventure snorkelling!

Discover the abundance of
marine life in small groups. 		
The variety of corals and marine
life coupled with the amazingly clear water
make snorkelling a unique experience that
one should not forget.

Price

Price

-A
 dult (12++): 202 euros per pax

- Adult (12++): 75 euros per pax

Available dates

Available dates

- Everyday except on Friday
- The day of the excursion is set when you
arrive at the resort.

- Available everyday
- The day of the excursion is set when you
arrive at the resort.

Min. number of guests
- 4 pax per excursion

Min. number of guests
- 4 pax per excursion

Practical information

Practical information

- It is advised to bring camera, sunglasses,
sunscreen, mineral water.

- It is advised to bring camera, sunglasses,
sunscreen, mineral water.

Program
11:30 am
Departure from the resort

8:30 am

Departure from the resort

11:45 am - 12:45 am
First snorkelling

8:50 am - 9:45 am

First snorkelling (sandbank)

10:00 am - 10:45 am
Second snorkelling

11:30 am - 12:15 pm
Visit local village & shopping

1:00 pm
Lunch

2:15 pm - 3:15 pm
Second snorkelling

3:30 pm
Return to the resort

12:30 pm
Return to the resort

> Excursion operated by Fun Sports PVT LTD.
- Availability and itinerary subject to weather conditions
- Departure is always on time.
- *Morning, **Afternoon

> Excursion operated by Fun Sports PVT LTD.

> Excursion operated by Fun Sports PVT LTD.

Program
8:30 am*
Departure from the resort

9:00 am* - 9:45 am*
Snorkelling

10:00 am*
Return to the resort
Other daily departures
10:30 am* & 3:00 pm**
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excursion
prebooking
list
nature
larger than life

SUNSET
BARBECUE

2

hours

from Kani
Premium Resort

A unique way to end your day
Maldives. Our journey starts
with a line fishing trip or a
sunset cruise, and we will bring you to an
inhabited island. Watch the sky as it
displays nature’s most impressive light
show while enjoying your Seafood
Barbecue dinner including fish, crab and
lobster.

Price
- Adult (12++): 169 euros per pax

Available dates

- Available everyday
- The day of the excursion is set when you
arrive at the resort.

Min. number of guests
- 4 pax per excursion
16

Practical information
- It is advised to bring camera, sunglasses,
sunscreen, mineral water.

Program

Scenic
Flight

20
min

Have a bird's eye view of Club
Med Finolhu Villas and its
surrounding islands from the
sky! Hop aboard a sea plane for a 20 minutes
flight taking in some scenes of unparalleled
beauty. Could anything be more glamorous
than swooping off in a seaplane for some
of the most incredible scenes you'll ever
see before gently splashing back into
the azure blue waters?

Price
- Adult (12++): 184 euros per pax

Available dates

- Wednesday, Saturday
- The day & the timing of the excursion is
set when you arrive at the resort.

Min. number of guests
- 14pax per excursion

Practical information
- The flight schedule will be confirmed the
day before the excursion from 7:00 pm
to 8:00 pm.
- It is advised to bring camera, sunglasses,
a bottle of water.

4:30 pm
Departure from the resort

Glass
Bottom Boat

1

hour

from Kani
Premium Resort

A nice and easy way to observe
the Maldivian marine paradise
without getting into the water.
Step aboard our glass bottom boat to
experience some of the best snorkeling
places, each one with its own special
characteristics. You will see corals, tropical
fish and maybe even turtles or rays!

Price
- Adult (12++): 44 euros per pax

Available dates

- Available everyday
- The day of the excursion is set when you
arrive at the resort.

Min. number of guests
- 4 pax per excursion

Practical information
- Departure from Kani Premium resort.
- It is advised to bring camera, a bottle of
water.

4:30 pm - 5:50 pm
Line fishing or Sunset cruise
(Choice upon booking)

ACTIVITY
- Departures at 9:00 am* & 3:00 pm**

6:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Seafood Barbecue

7:05 pm
Return to resort

> Excursion operated by Fun Sports PVT LTD.

> Excursion operated by Fun Sports PVT LTD.

> Excursion operated by Fun Sports PVT LTD.
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in search of
emotion

Skies & Sea
Experience

6

hours

for couple	

A rich in emotions bundle
package designed for couples
to have a blast in the Maldives!
Inclusive of 1 Parasailing session,
1 Blue Lagoon Treasure excursion, and
1 Spectacular Sunset Cruise. A combo that
will leave you in awe.

Price
- Adult (12++): 717 euros per pax

Available dates
- Available everyday
- The day of the excursion is set when you
arrive at the resort.

MIN. & MAX. NUMBER OF
GUESTS
- Subject to requirements of each activity

Practical information
- It is advised to bring waterproof camera,
sunglasses, sunscreen, a bottle of water +
for Blue Lagoon Treasure excursion, wear
clothes to cover shoulder & knees in the
Maldivian village & bring cash.
- Not suitable for pregnant women & for
funtube: not for guests with any back
problem prior & during stay.

program
- Blue Lagoon Treasure 4h00
- Parasailing 15 min
- Spectacular Sunset Cruise 1h30

> Excursion operated by Fun Sports PVT LTD.
- Availability and itinerary subject to weather conditions
- Departure is always on time.
- *Morning, **Afternoon

SPECTACULAR
SUNSET
CRUISE

1h

30min

Could anything be more
romantic than taking a cruise
in paradise at sunset and
having the possibility to see dolphins?
You don’t have to be on your honeymoon
to enjoy this excursion. But if you are, it is
an experience not to be missed!

Price
- Adult (12++): 169 euros per pax

Available dates
- Everyday
- The day of the excursion is set when you
arrive at the resort.

Min. number of guests
- 4pax per session

Practical information
- Min. required age to drive: 18 years old
- It is advised to bring camera, sunglasses,
sunscreen and mineral water
- No boat licence required
- Private trips always guided by one of our
trained staff

program
- 4:30 pm
Departure from the resort
Cruise
- 6:00 pm
Return to the resort

> Excursion operated by Fun Sports PVT LTD.

BIG GAME
FISHING

2

HOURs++

Come and discover Big Game
Fishing with us if you have
never tried it! You will have
a great time trying this sportive fishing.
With the lead of experienced local
captains and crew, you will be brought to
places with the best chances of catching
fish. Suitable for both beginners or
advanced, you will have the chance to
fish for barracudas, giant trevally or red
snappers. Any fish you catch can be taken
back to Club Med Kani and cooked by our
Chefs !

Price per boat
- 2 hours (Max. 2pax): 353 euros
- 4 hours (Max. 4pax): 706 euros

Available dates
- Everyday
- The day of the excursion is set when you
arrive at the resort.

Min. number of guests
- 1pax per session
- Min. 12 years old

Practical information

TRADITIONAL
LINE FISHING

2

hours

On this tour, you’ll get to have
a go at this traditional
technique, which involves little
more than a line and your bare hands. A
simple way to connect with nature and
learn a little about local tactics at the same
time. Our talented Chefs will cook the fish
you caught!

Price
- Adult (12++): 94 euros per pax

Available dates
- Everyday
- The day of the excursion is set when you
arrive at the resort.

Min. number of guests
- 2 pax per excursion

Practical information
- It is advised to bring camera,
sunglasses, sunscreen, a bottle of water.

Program
Fishing ship available from 8:30 am
to 6:00 pm

- It is advised to bring camera, sunglasses,
sunscreen, mineral water.

program
3 types of fishing possible
- Casting
- Jigging
- Trolling
- Fun sports

> Excursion operated by Fun Sports PVT LTD.

> Excursion operated by Fun Sports PVT LTD.
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15
WATERSKI,
MONOSKI
& WAKEBOARD

MIN++

in search of
emotion

Discover the exhilarating rush
of skiing on top of the ocean!
If you’ve never had the
opportunity to go water ski ng or
wakeboarding, or if you are an expert,
now is your chance to enjoy this amazing
experience with our fully trained,
professional instructors.

Price
- Advanced 15min: 50 euros
- Beginner lesson 30min: 75 euros
- Package 75min: 225 euros
20

PARASAILING

15 min flight

Available dates

15

- Available everyday
- The day of the excursion is set when you
arrive at the resort.

min

Experience the exhilaration of floating 150 meters
up in the air, while a boat pulls you across the vast
turquoise ocean. Parasailing is a serene way to
take in the immense natural beauty of the Maldives while
peacefully drifting along high above the calm sea: ask to see
the Finolhu Villas, Club Med Kani, and a local island. Do not
hesitate to look right down: maybe you will have the chance to
see some turtles or dolphins swimming in the lagoon.

Price
Group
- 2 pax: 210 euros
Private or Sunset
- 2 pax: 270 euros
- Total Weight Maximum 200kg

Min. number of guests
- 2pax per excursion

Practical information
- Min. 12 years old
- It is advised to bring waterproof camera, sunglasses,
sunscreen, mineral water.
- Not suitable for Pregnant Women

Opening Hours
- 9:00 am* or 2:00 pm**
Departure from the resort (group parasailing)
Take off & landing from the parasailing boat
- 5:00 pm**
Sunset departure (Max. 2 flights)

Min. number of guests
- 1 pax per excursion

Practical information
- Min. 12 years old
- It is advised to bring waterproof camera,
sunscreen.
- Suited only for people who know how
to swim with no history of back or knee
problem.

Opening Hours
- 9:00 am - 12:00 pm*
- 2:00 pm - 5:00 pm**

MIN

A Flyboard is a water jetpack
attached to a personal
watercraft such as a jet ski.
The watercraft supplies propulsion to
drive the Flyboard through the air and in
the water to perform a sport known as fly
boarding.
A Flyboard rider stands on a board
connected by a long hose to a watercraft.
Water is forced under pressure to a pair of
boots with jet nozzles underneath which
provide thrust for the rider to fly from 5 to
10 meters (49 feet) in the air. Between air
and water, fly board makes your dream a
reality!

Price
- Discovery (30min): 155 euros
- Sensation (2x30min): 278 euros
- Extreme (4x30min): 527 euros

Available dates
- Available everyday
- The day of the excursion is set when you
arrive at the resort.

Min. number of guests
- 1 pax per excursion

Practical information
- Min. required age: 12 years old
- Max. weight: 110kg / 130kg with instructor
- It is advised to bring sunglasses,
sunscreen and mineral water

fun tube

from Kani
Premium Resort

20

min++

Hang on while you jump along
the waves of Club Med Kani!
Let our professionally trained
instructors know whether you wish to
have a relaxing trip on our fun tube or
whether you want to experience speeds!

Price
- 20 min: 43 euros per pax
- 30 min: 65 euros per pax

Available dates
- Available everyday
- The day of the excursion is set when you
arrive at the resort.

min. & Max. number of
guests
- Min. 2pax per session
- Max. 4pax per session

Practical information
- It is advised to bring waterproof camera,
sunscreen.
- Not suitable for pregnant women or
guests with back problems

Opening Hours
- 9:00 am - 12:00 pm*
- 2:00 pm - 5:00 pm**

- 9:00 am - 12:00 pm*
- 2:00 pm - 5:00 pm**

- Everyday
- The day of the excursion is set when you arrive at the resort.

- Availability and itinerary subject to weather conditions
- Departure is always on time.
- *Morning, **Afternoon

from Kani
Premium Resort

30++

Opening Hours

Available dates

> Excursion operated by Fun Sports PVT LTD.

FLYBOARD

> Excursion operated by Fun Sports PVT LTD.

> Excursion operated by Gecko jet PVT LTD.

> Excursion operated by Fun Sports PVT LTD.
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in search of
emotion

JET-SKI
SUNSET

1

HOUR

from Kani
Premium Resort

For unrivalled high-speed
thrills and spills on the water,
rent a jet ski! An unique
opportunity to enjoy the sun setting
down in the middle of the Indian Ocean.
The sunset time is the best moment
to have a chance to see dolphins. An
outstanding way to spend an amazing
moment in paradise that you will
remember forever.

Price per jet ski (1 or 2pax)
- 1 hour: 273 euros
22

Available dates
- Availabe everyday
- The day of the excursion is set when you
arrive at the resort.

Max. number of guests
- 4pax per session

Practical information
- Min. required age: 12 years old
- Min. required age to drive: 18 years old
- It is advised to bring camera, sunglasses,
sunscreen and mineral water
- No boat licence required
- Private trips always guided by one of our
trained staff

JET-SKI

30++
min

Options range from a 30 or 50
minutes trip with the chance
to see dolphins and giving you
the chance to experience some otherwise
hard-to-reach sites.

Price per jet ski (1 or 2pax)
- 30 min: 207 euros
- 50 min: 278 euros

Available dates
- Availabe everyday
- The day of the excursion is set when you
arrive at the resort.

Max. number of guests
- 4pax per session

Practical information
- Min. required age: 12 years old
- Min. required age to drive: 18 years old
- It is advised to bring camera, sunglasses,
sunscreen and a mineral water
- No boat licence required
- Private trips always guided by one of
our trained staff

Opening Hours
- 9:00 am - 12:00 pm*
- 2:00 pm - 5:00 pm**

JET-SKI
Snorkelling

2

HOURs

JET-SKI
À LA CARTE

3

HOURs

Take a jet-ski for 2 hours and
get a unique opportunity to
reach quickly wonderful sites
to gaze at marvelous sea fauna and flora
with fins mask and snorkel. You will
also stop on a sandbank to take amazing
pictures and to relax.

An outstanding half day “à la
carte” to get the best benefit
of the most wonderful sites
for snorkeling. You will then spend an
unforgettable moment on the uninhabited sandbank and visit a local island to
discover Maldivian life.

Price per jet ski (1 or 2pax)

Price per jet ski (1 or 2pax)

- 2 hours: 372 euros

- 3 hours: 466 euros

Available dates

Available dates

- Availabe everyday
- The day of the excursion is set when you
arrive at the resort.

- Everyday
- The day of the excursion is set when you
arrive at the resort.

Max. number of guests

Max. number of guests

- 4pax per session

Practical information
- Min. required age: 12 years old
- Min. required age to drive: 18 years old
- It is advised to bring camera, sunglasses,
sunscreen and mineral water
- No boat licence required
- Private trips always guided by one of our
trained staff

Opening Hours

- 4pax per session

Practical information
- Min. required age: 12 years old
- Min. required age to drive: 18 years old
- It is advised to bring camera, sunglasses,
sunscreen and mineral water
- No boat license required
- Private trips always guided by one of our
trained staff

Opening Hours

- 9:00 am - 12:00 pm*
- 2:00 pm - 5:00 pm**

- 9:00 am - 12:00 pm*
- 2:00 pm - 5:00 pm**

> Excursion operated by Gecko Jet PVT LTD.

> Excursion operated by Gecko Jet PVT LTD.

Opening Hours
- 9:00 am - 12:00 pm*
- 2:00 pm - 5:00 pm**

activity
- From 5:00 pm - 6:00 pm**

> Excursion operated by Gecko Jet PVT LTD.
- Availability and itinerary subject to weather conditions
- Departure is always on time.
- *Morning, **Afternoon

> Excursion operated by Gecko Jet PVT LTD.
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SUBMARINE
& MALé VISIT

4

hours

Enjoy the amazing world under
the sea on this incredible
submarine excursion. Diving to depths of
30 meters for 45 minutes just off the Maldivian capital,
Malé, you will see all the colorful aquatic life around the
reef. Afterwards, you will visit Malé for some souvenir
shopping or sightseeing.

Price

connecting
with culture

Program
8:30 am* / 1:30 pm**

Departure from the resort

9:30 am - 10:30 am* /
2:30 pm - 3:30 pm**
Submarine diving

-A
 dult (12++): 194 euros

Available dates
- Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday, depending upon bookings
- The day of the excursion is set when you arrive
at the resort.

Min. number of guests
- 1 0pax per excursion

11:00 am - 12:00 am* /
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm **

Sightseeing with a guide or free time

12:30 pm* / 5:30 pm**
Return to resort

Practical information
24

DISCOVER
MALé

- It is advised to bring camera, sunglasses, sunscreen,
sandals, a bottle of water, clothes to cover shoulders
and knees, cash.
- This excursion is not suited to pregnant women,
claustrophobic or low mobility guests.

4

hours

Discover the smallest capital of the world. Reach
Malé, the capital of Maldives, by speed boat in 30
minutes. Wander through its densely packed streets
and its lively markets with a local guide. Discover the classical
Mosque, National Park, President House, local markets and
various famous spots with a local guide. Afterwards, you will
have free time for shopping and sightseeing.

Program

1:30 pm
Departure from the resort

2:00 pm - 3:30 pm
Sightseeing with a guide

Price
- Adult (12++): 92 euros

Available dates
- Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday, depending upon bookings
- The day of the excursion is set when you arrive at the resort.

3:30 pm - 5:00 pm
Free time

5:30 pm
Return to the resort

Min. number of guests
- 10pax per excursion

Practical information
- It is advised to bring camera, sunglasses, sunscreen, sandals,
a bottle of water, clothes to cover shoulders and knees, cash.
- The excursion is adapted to people with no mobility
difficulties as guests will enjoy a walking tour of Malé.

> Excursion operation by Fun Sports PVT LTD
- Availability and itinerary subject to weather / sea conditions
- Departure is always on time.
- *Morning, ** Afternoon

> Excursion operated by Fun Sports PVT LTD.
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The British “Beyond Organic” luxury skincare and
spa brand that delivers. ila’s philosophy
is encapsulated in their product collection, which
is completely free from synthetic chemicals and
contains a rare level of organic purity.

01

120
min

Finolhu Villas
Signature Ritual:
In Touch - per couple

26

A couple's ritual of connection and love. Commencing with a
cleansing foot ritual, using the purest Himalayan salt crystals to
gently exfoliate and increase circulation. A bespoke experience
of flow and indulgence, this two hour immersion uses sandalwood and jasmine to deeply relax and rejuvenate the mind and
body, restoring the nervous system. The experience continues
with specialised massage techniques and marma therapy to
encourage and strengthen this flow, along with vitality enhancing oils of juniper berry, geranium, lemongrass, lavender and
patchouli. An Ananda face therapy finishes the ritual leaving
skin glowing with radiance and a sense of peace infuses.
- 1 Foot Ritual
- 1 Body Scrub
- 1 Prana Vitality Massage
- 1 Ananda Face Therapy
The price displayed refers to a treatment offered inside the Club
Med Spa by ila.
Receive a complimentary ila gift.

Price 509 euros
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02

90
min

Energizing
& Detoxifying
Total Vitality
This purifying ritual deeply relaxes, and
re-energises the nervous system. Eliminates
jetlag and city stress and revitalizes the skin
combining an energizing and detoxifying
body scrub, prana vitality massage and
renewed recovery facial massage, this
restorative experience has a profound healing
effect, infusing the skin with nutrients.
The perfect way to start your stay.
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• 1 Foot Ritual
• 1 Body Scrub
• 1 Prana Vitality Full Body Massage
The price displayed refers to a treatment
offered inside the
Club Med Spa by ila.
Receive a complimentary ila gift.

Price 224 euros

03

Glowing Radiance Package
Day 1

- Blissful Body Renewal
- Nourishing*Illuminates skin* Restorative*
- For depletion and fatigue
Drawing on the healing properties of
Himalayan salt crystals, this heavenly
body scrub nourishes both physical and
emotional wellbeing – ideal for when special
pampering is required. Pure essential
oils of damascena rose otto, jasmine and
sandalwood work directly with the sensory
organs to settle the nervous system and
revive stressed or neglected cells. Skin is
left glowing with health and a sense of joy
is restored.

Day 2
- Prana Vitality Massage
- Energy Boosting * Detoxifying* Positive
- Mood Enhancer*
For low energy & sluggish circulation
This revitalising full body massage helps
release toxins, reduce fatigue and restore
physical and mental strength. Invigorating
massage & marma therapy with energyenhancing essential oils of juniper berry,
geranium, lemongrass and patchouli leave
mind, body and spirit sparkling with
vitality.
Treatment ritual- Ila core full body
massage , marma therapy.

3

HOURS

Day 3
- Choice of Deep Tissue Potali or
The Gold Cellular Age Reversing
Face Therapy
- Gold Cellular Age Restore Face
TherapyAdvanced Anti Ageing* Hydrating*
Repairing* For mature, irritated & rosacea
prone skin. Using ila’s Gold Cellular Age
Restore Collection, this powerful treatment
encompasses a blend of the world’s most
undiscovered ingredients that have been
proven to work with the skin to heal and
protect from the many natural signs of
ageing. Three types of naturally occurring
gold and the rarest of Frankincense from
the Gardens of Ethiopia, are delivered
into the skin using cleansing & healing
massage techniques. ila’s unique BosTriWell®
& hyaluronic extract combined with sonic
wave therapy, instantly increases collagen
levels and reduces cell inflammation. Skin
is reprogrammed and rejuvenated.
Treatment ritual- Cleanse, exfoliation &
tone, classic opening techniques, lymphatic
drainage & warm herbal poultices, Sonic
wave and light therapy, nutrient dense
mask or
- Deep Tissue Potali Massage
Inspired by Ayurvedic healing traditions,
this warming treatment soothes muscular
fatigue and joint pain while encompassing
complete polarity within the body.
A fluid, rhythmic massage using our unique
earth and fire essentialoil blend is supplemented by herbal Potli bags saturated in
warmed pine, amber and frankincense,
rapidly worked along
the pathways of Ida and Pingala (feminine
and masculine energy).
The price displayed refers to a treatment
offered inside the Club Med Spa by ila.
Receive a complimentary ila gift.

Price 463 euros

04

90
min

BODY Balance
& Face Renewal
This profound treatment has extraordinary
restorative effects on the sympathetic and
parasympathetic nervous systems. Chakra
and sound healing activate and channel the
Kundalini – the dormant energy at the base
of the spine: tension is lifted; negative energy
is released; and the body is brought back to a
state of awareness and balance.
Uniting a detoxifying and anti-inflammatory,
this restorative face therapy draws on intensely
healing rainforest extracts to rejuvenate and
brighten skin.

• 1Foot Ritual
• 1 Kundalini Back Treatment
• 1 Express renewed recovery facial
The price displayed refers to a treatment
offered inside the Club Med Spa by ila.
Receive a complimentary ila gift.

Price 224 euros
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scuba diving
prebooking list
01 beginners diver

02 confirmed diver accompanied
3 DIVES PADI
DISCOVER
SCUBA DIVER

1-2

Days

3-5

Days

1 Orientation/ refreshment dive if not been diving for the past 3
months, FOC + 5 dives incl. boat trips.
Equipment inclusive: Tank, weights, fins, mask, snorkel, BCD,
regulator with octopus, SPG, LP inflator, wetsuit

1 lagoon dive, 2 boat/shore dives incl. boat
trips if needed. Equipment inclusive -Tank,
weights, fins, mask, snorkel, BCD, regulator
with octopus, SPG, LP inflator, wetsuit.
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5 DIVES
PACKAGE

• Min. length of stay 4 days
• Min. age: 12 years old
• Min. level: CMAS 1 Star or PADI Scuba diver or equivalent

Price 525 euros

• Min. length of stay 3 days
• Min. age 12 years old

2

Days

9 DIVES PADI open
WATER DIVER

Days

5 dives incl. boat trips if needed. Equipment inclusive: Tank,
weights, fins, mask, snorkel, BCD, regulator with octopus, SPG,
LP inflator, wetsuit. After successful completion of the course,
the students have to pay PADI Kit locally (certificate, PADI
manual)
• Min. length of stay: 4 days
• Min. age: 12 years old
• Min. level: CMAS 1 Star or PADI Open Water or equivalent

Price 315 euros

5 DIVES PADI
SCUBA DIVER

3
PADI ADVANCED
OPEN WATER
5 DIVES OF WHICH 2 WITH
OBLIGATORY THEME

Price 665 euros
3-5

Days

10 DIVES
PACKAGE

4-7

Days

1 orientation/ refreshment dive if not been diving for the past 3
months, FOC + 10 dives incl. boat trips.
Equipment inclusive - Tank, weights, fins, mask, snorkel, BCD,
regulator with octopus, SPG, LP inflator, wetsuit

03 confirmed diver
autonomous
10 DIVES
PACKAGE

3 theory lessons, 3 lagoon dives, 2 boat
dives incl. boat trips. Equipment inclusive
- Tank, weights, fins, mask, snorkel, BCD,
regulator with octopus, SPG, LP inflator,
wetsuit. Beginners have to pay for student
kit (certificate, course material, PADI
manual) locally after successful
completion of the course.

5 theory lessons, 5 lagoon dives, 4 boat
dives incl. boat trips. Equipment inclusive Tank, weights, fins, mask, snorkel, BCD,
regulator with octopus, SPG, LP inflator,
wetsuit. Beginners have to pay for student
kit (certificate, course material, PADI
manual) locally after successful
completion of the course.

• Min. length of stay 4 days
• Min. age 12 years old

• Min. length of stay 5 days
• Min. age 12 years old

• Min. length of stay: 6 days
• Min. age: 12 years old
• Min. level: CMAS 2 Stars, or PADI Open Water diver
or equivalent

Price 456 euros

Price 778 euros

Price 754 euros

• Min. length of stay: 6 days
• Min. age: 12 years old
• Min. level: CMAS 1 Star or PADI Scuba diver or equivalent

Price 967 euros

10 dives incl. boat trips.
Equipment not inclusive - tank and weights only.

4-7

Days
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DISCOVER MORE ABOUT
CLUB MED RESORTS

Download APP
‘Club Med Resorts’

@CLUBMEDFINOLHUVILLAS

@CLUBMEDFINOLHU
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